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Stay current with lien filings

Bulk filings

A dedicated, experienced account manager

Jurisdictional data scrubs

Worry-free project execution based on your business needs

Establishing connectivity with client technology systems, Lien Solutions’ system, 
and more

Enhanced data analytics

Project management adapted to your unique environment and requirements

Data aggregation and consolidation

Post-project transition to your team to ensure the new environment can be 
managed easily and productively

Analyze your data to understand portfolio risk

Consolidate lien portfolio data from new acquisitions

Integrate systems to gain workflow efficiencies

Advantages of working with 
our Professional Services team:

Personalized approach for project success
Our team works seamlessly with you to accomplish your project with minimal 
disruption and maximum results. You’ll benefit from:

Loan data and portfolio management systems are the lifeblood of your operation. 
But systems that aren’t delivering the insights you need, or loan data that isn’t up to 
date, might put your loan portfolio at risk. With multiple business priorities to focus on, 
you may not have the resources to:

Lien Solutions offers a variety of lien management services that address your needs 
so you can focus on your core business. The subject matter experts in Professional 
Services can assess your systems and implement solutions for:

Benefit from our nearly four decades of lien 
management experience

Have confidence your liens are in 
compliance, properly filed and maintained 
accurately for all jurisdictions

Take advantage of our experience and 
automated tools for fast and cost-efficient 
implementation

Focus on your core business and let Professional 
Services complete your consolidation or other 
projects for better lien portfolio management

Leverage industry-leading 
expertise

Minimize risk

Access agile solutions

Improve productivity

https://wolterskluwer.com/en-us
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Let’s connect. Contact us today to 
learn how Lien Solutions’ Professional 

Services can minimize your risk and 
increase your efficiency. 

Call 800.833.5778 and choose 
Option 3 today.
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No-hassle implementation
Our expert team understands how to quickly implement a variety of solutions and 
set-up system-to-system interfaces with minimal disruption to your day-to-day workflow. 
After implementation, you’ll have access to dedicated service support experienced in 
troubleshooting and committed to delivering you an optimal user experience.

What we offer
With our vast and effective experience in lien management, Professional Services brings 
the domain knowledge and expertise to fulfill your requirements quickly and accurately.

Bulk procedure – Save data rekeying time and effort, and minimize risk by filing 
UCCs in bulk, quickly, accurately, and cost-effectively

Data export – Flexible reporting and extract services enable custom reporting for 
great insights into your lien data for better overall lien management

Data migration – Easily transfer data between accounts and simplify your 
portfolio management

Data population – Save resources and time by consolidating your lien data from 
various locations to benefit from centralized lien management

Systems integration and interface maintenance – Connect your LOS systems to 
Lien Solutions services to help manage your loan processing workflow and 
automate lien processing

Portfolio clean-up – Improve and enrich your lien data quality for an accurate 
and comprehensive lien portfolio

Custom services – Additional services customized to meet your needs. Contact us 
to explore what we can do for you.
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